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Ariane Fine Porcelain

The successful combination of professional experience, creativity, unique technical know-how and the care given to the fine details, make Ariane Fine Porcelain one of the leaders of the porcelain industry.

Thanks to our technical know-how, the latest generation of industrial equipment, and a creative team of experts, a high-quality durable product is born, suitable for all professional hospitality businesses, offering a range of options from the most refined restaurants to the more demanding catering segment.

All our collections are designed by industry professionals for industry professionals, encompassing creativity, functionality, durability and timeless.

Chairman message

It gives me great pleasure and honor to introduce to you Ariane Fine Porcelain products.

Our long and successful experience in the field of ceramics & porcelain tableware, combined with creativity, technical know-how and knowledge of the international market led us to create a new entity, Ariane Fine Porcelain.

At Ariane Fine Porcelain we strive to produce designer collections with the best possible quality, to suit most trends and satisfy our customers’ requirements.

We will not spare any effort to give the best services to our clients. By dealing with us you will enjoy the difference.

Dr. Khater Massaad
Chairman
Designers

Dominique & Alain Vavro

Our designers Alain and Dominique Vavro work with two heads, four hands and thousand colors. Specialized to the vibrations of the masters’ paintings, Mondrian’s constructions and the furious Picasso, they remain faithful to pens, pencils, paintbrushes and tracing paper, allies that enable them to extend their ideas and catapult their images.

Dubbed by the greatest, introducing Bocuse, they have explored for more than twenty years, the constantly changing world of porcelain and tableware. Depositaries of the designs for Ariane Fine Porcelain’s new collections, they lend their experience and sensitivity at the service of this great project to make this company an aesthetic leader of high-end porcelain tableware.
Nilo Gioacchini

Nilo Gioacchini’s work touches various product sectors and is characterized by a methodological approach and a concrete, pragmatic attitude to projects free from any conventionalism in terms of specialization or trends.

Through his 35 years of professional activity he has worked with many renowned Italian and international companies and has received considerable international recognition through his active participation in important national and international trade shows including the “National Mobile Fair Competition” in Trieste, the Bayer Italia Special Award and Abet Print Award.

Nathalie Douce

Nathalie Douce is a self-taught multidisciplinary visual artist-designer, whose work is strongly inspired by nature and surroundings, from which she draws strength and equilibrium.

Resolutely contemporary, she explores existing materials which she mixes and masters giving them strength and expression in an aesthetic, practical and at times poetic outputs.

A prolific creator working on unique and personalized objects through interior designs (objects, furniture and decorations) she now touches essentially on design.
The Brasserie range aims to be more generic, convenient to the largest number of venues through its practicality.

This collection boasts numerous functionalities, with the product attributes of high resistance, a five-year guarantee against rim-chipping, and stack-ability.
Collection

The quality of a restaurant is as much perceived through its choice of dinnerware as the food it serves. The Style collection, as its name suggests, makes a bold impression in all gastronomic establishments with its finesse and refined edges.
STYLE

Tea/Coffee Pot Non-Stackable
ST001402080..................38cl
ST001402040..................45cl

Saucer Round
ST00141018..................118cm
ST00141016..................16cm
ST00141014..................14cm

Tea/Coffee Pot Lid
ST001402080..................38cl
ST001402040..................45cl

Creamer
ST00640205..................25cl
ST00640113..................15cl

Sugar Pot
ST00660202..................20cl

Non-Stackable Cup
ST00040007..................27cl
ST00040005..................22cl
ST00040009..................29cl

Salt Shaker
ST00071007..................7cm

Non-Stackable Mug
ST00020030..................30cl

Pepper Shaker
ST00072007..................7cm
Collection

The quality of a restaurant is perceived through its choice of dinnerware as the food it serves. The Coupe collection, as its name suggests, makes a bold impression in all gastronomic establishments with its finesse and refined edges.

COUPE
designed by Vavro

Coupe Flat Plate
CP0111001 ........... 31 cm
CP0111002 ........... 28 cm
CP0111005 ........... 25 cm
CP0111006 ........... 22 cm
CP0111007 ........... 19 cm

Coupe Bowl
CP0002100 ........... 25 cm
CP0002101 ........... 20 cm
CP0002102 ........... 15 cm
Collection

The unique design and sleek shape of the Frame collection offers utmost sophistication and style for all fine dining venues and elevates any event.
FRAME

Creamer
FR00064035: 30cl
FR00064025: 25cl
FR00064015: 15cl
FR00064005: 5cl

Salt Shaker
FR00071065: 5cm

Sugar pot with Lid
FR00064050: 30cl

Pepper Shaker
FR00072065: 5cm

Sugarpack Holder
FR00071012: 12cm

Butter Ramequin
FR00075005: 5cm

Gravy Boat
FR00091085: 35cl
FR00091085: 25cl

Vase
FR00074007: 7.4cm

Egg Cup
FR00078005: 5cm

Ash Tray
FR00076012: 12cm
Collection

The tranquil spherical shape of Planet sets the mood for both day time and evening set-ups, adding a contemporary feel with its sleek symmetry.

### PLANET

designed by Vavro

#### Round Plate
- PL00011021: 31 cm
- PL00011029: 29 cm
- PL00011027: 27 cm
- PL00011024: 24 cm
- PL00011020: 21 cm
- PL00011019: 19 cm
- PL00011017: 17 cm
- PL00011015: 15 cm

#### Deep Plate
- PL00011203: 30 cm
- PL00011206: 26 cm
- PL00011209: 23 cm

#### Square Plate
- PL00011202: 21 cm

#### Round Plate (Flato)
- PL00011303: 30 cm

#### Oval Platter
- PL00011402: 22 x 15 cm
- PL00011415: 22 x 22 cm
- PL00011538: 38 x 27 cm

#### 2 Handle Soup Bowl
- PL00002830: 30 cl

#### Salad Bowl
- PL00022810: 12 cl
- PL00022811: 15 cl
- PL00022818: 18 cl

#### Tea/Coffee Cup
- PL00042103: 23 cl
- PL00042105: 30 cl

#### Espresso Cup
- PL00042109: 9 cl

#### Saucer
- PL00011403: 13 cm
- PL00011419: 15 cm
- PL00011537: 17 cm

#### Tea/Coffee Pot
- PL00041110: 110 cl
- PL00041080: 80 cl
- PL00041040: 40 cl

#### Creamer
- PL00041403: 35 cl
- PL00041402: 20 cl
- PL00041510: 15 cl
Collection

Quadra brings the ultimate touch of modernity with its rectangular and square selections.

QUADRA

designed by Vavro

Square Plate
QA00011207 .......... 27cm
QA00011204 .......... 24cm
QA00011201 .......... 21cm

Square Deep Plate
QA00012023 .......... 23cm

Rectangular Platter
QA00015205 .......... 36x22cm
QA00015203 .......... 36x18cm
Collection

The contrast between the cut-out, and smooth relief designs of the Feuille collection ensures a uniquely refreshing dining experience, bringing nature with an artful flair to the table.

FEUILLE

designed by Vavro

Round Plate (Pizzza) 32Cm
FR00011023 32cm
FR00011027 27cm
FR00011033 23cm
FR00011019 19cm

Deep Plate 25Cm
FR00010023 23cm

Tea / Coffee Saucer 14Cm
FR00010141 14cm

Tea / Coffee Cup

Creamer

Full Plate 11.5X7Cm
Tea / Coffee Pot

Oval Platter 21.6X10Cm
Sugar Bowl
Collection

Our Speciality Plates are the ideal solution to complement all current and ever-evolving trends in the food sector. This collection additionally offers flexibility, with its oven-safe characteristic, that it can be easily transferred from oven to table.
Collection

The wavy, uneven finish of this product range, with a blend of elegant design and contemporary feel gives this product an unconventional, refined look.

MOVING

Deep Plate
MO000100424........ 24 cm x 8 cm

Bowl
MO0002017........... 12 cm x 6 cm

Plate
MO0011022........... 20 cm
MO0011023........... 25 cm
MO0011027........... 25 cm
MO0011029........... 25 cm
Collection

The delicately embossed patterns crafted to perfection as per global standards in aesthetics and design, makes our Style Embossed collection range a product that embodies classic elegance.

Flat Plate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Code</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE00011007</td>
<td>17 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE00011002</td>
<td>22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE00011021</td>
<td>25 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE00011028</td>
<td>28 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE00011031</td>
<td>31 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ingenious Technology

Behind the subtle designs and durability lays a robust technology that combines premium raw materials like kaolin, quartz and feldspar and optimizes the usage of these raw materials to extract their best properties.

The combination of modern state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities, and up-to-date German machineries, exceptionally durable porcelain dinnerware items, maintaining a value for money proposition.

International Distribution

Accessibility is the key to a great brand. We live up to this expectation by deploying an easy reach distribution strategy that comprises strategic tie-ups with leading hotel suppliers and industry players from all over the world. You’d find us in all leading hospitality procurement hubs.

Design & Functionality

Service with a personal touch plays an integral part in the world of hospitality. We offer the possibility for personalization according to all our clients’ company identities and special requirements. The result is modern designs combined with individualism.

Ariane Fine Porcelain offers a flexible approach to customized decorations and production lines with personalized decors, shapes, patterns, decor variations and custom-made logos to its customers in order to meet all their diverse requirements.

Competent Services

At Ariane Fine Porcelain an effective and clear distribution & replacement structure has been put in place to give an effective delivery and after-sales service. In addition to ensuring effective product purchase and delivery, we offer a 5-year Rim-Chip warranty to all articles in our heavy-duty range.

QUALITY CERTIFICATIONS

We pride ourselves in the quality of our products. In order to ensure that all our products meets customer and industry expectations they are all subject to rigorous and stringent testing in both inhouse and independent research laboratories.

Ariane Fine Porcelain ensures the highest standard of Finished Products through state-of-the-art quality control Laboratories such as USDA and California State Proposition 65 as certified by UKAS from the UK and has been accredited by S&G Ceram Research UK for emerging as a superior quality Porcelain Tableware brand of World class International standards.

Our products are also been approved by the Vegetarian Society in UK as well as Halal Certified to provide an ultimate and absolutely hygienic vegetarian solutions catering to satisfy the Vegetarian. This we have done not only for the highly competitive porcelain tableware industry but also for those markets that are solely and exclusively vegetarian.

Ariane Fine Porcelain
Complies with the following international standards:

- Chip resistant
- Dishwasher Safe
- Scratch resistant
- Chemical resistant
- High thermal shock resistant
- Hygienic
- Durable
- Microwave & Oven safe
- 100% Vegetarian

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

QUALITY CERTIFICATION

100% VEGETARIAN

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.
Quality without Compromise

**Dishwasher Safe**
Our extremely high firing temperature allows colors, patterns and design elements to fuse permanently with the body of the product, making it highly resistant to repeated dish washing cycles at any temperature.

**Limited Danger in Case of Breakage**
The products are designed to avoid breakage hazards, as they break cleanly into safely manageable pieces.

**High Chip Resistance**
The significant composition of high alumina raw material offers strength and resistance against chipping at critical points such as edges of cups, plates and handles. This configuration reinforces the porcelain, reducing risk of breakage and increasing the product’s endurance.

**Thermal Shock Proof**
Ariane Fine Porcelain not only retains heat to keep the food warm, but is also resistant to variations in temperature.

**Microwave & Salamander Safe**
High temperature firing imparts safety from microwave and salamander deterioration.

**Absolute Functionality**
All our designs focus on sheer functionality to conform to industry guidelines. Most of our items are stackable including cups, bowls and platters, a design ingenuity that facilitates efficient optimization of space.

**Sleek & Glossy Appearance**
The special glaze fired at high temperatures not only gives all our products a smooth and polished finish, but also ensures a non-porous surface for higher levels of hygiene.

**Abrasion Proof**
The extraordinary glaze fired under highly controlled conditions ensures strong resistance to scratches and abrasions.